Newborn human infants display robust pain behaviour and specific cortical activity following noxious skin stimulation, but it is not known whether brain processing of nociceptive information differs in infants and adults. Imaging studies have emphasised the overlap between infant and adult brain connectome architecture, but electrophysiological analysis of infant brain nociceptive networks can provide further understanding of the functional postnatal development of pain perception. Here we hypothesise that the human infant brain encodes noxious information with different neuronal patterns compared to adults. To test this we compared EEG responses to the same time-locked noxious skin lance in infants aged 0-19 days (n = 18, clinically required) and adults aged 23-48 years (n = 21). Timefrequency analysis revealed that while some features of adult nociceptive network activity are present in infants at longer latencies, including beta-gamma oscillations, infants display a distinct, long latency, noxious evoked 18-fold energy increase in the fast delta band (2-4 Hz) that is absent in adults. The differences in activity between infants and adults have a widespread topographic distribution across the brain. These data support our hypothesis and indicate important postnatal changes in the encoding of mechanical pain in the human brain.
The ability to perceive a noxious stimulus is essential for life, but for healthy infants the first painful experience does not occur until well after birth. Noxious sensory information is transmitted to the spinal cord 1, 2 and cerebral cortex in newborn human infants 3, 4 , suggesting established ascending synaptic input from spinal mechanical nociceptive circuits. However, as yet, little is known about how neonatal cortical nociceptive circuits are organised or about the patterns of neural activity generated in the newborn human cortex by noxious stimulation. Recent brain imaging studies have emphasised that the hallmark organizational functions of the human connectome are present by birth [5] [6] [7] . This is supported by the finding that those brain areas activated by experimental pinprick stimulation in the adult are also activated in the first postnatal week 8 . However, the postnatal period is also marked by changing patterns of neural activity across the developing cortex; for example, the posterior basic alpha rhythms (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) Hz) only emerge at 3-4 months 9 . Early synaptic connections are initially refined by spontaneously generated neuronal activity and later by sensory experience which adapts brain networks to environmental conditions 10 . Therefore, a better understanding of the maturation of neonatal cortical pain circuits in human infants can be gained by comparing the neural activity in the brain following early life noxious stimulation with that in adults.
In the adult, a brief peripheral noxious stimulus, such as a skin laser, electrical, or tissue-damaging stimulus, evokes a clear ERP (usually named N2-P2 because it consists of a negative (N)-positive (P) deflection), maximal at the vertex 11, 12 , preceded by an earlier contralateral somatosensory evoked potential (SEP) representing the arrival of the first afferent volley to the somatosensory cortex (N1-P1). The vertex ERP has been used to study the effect of various physical, pharmacological, and cognitive interventions on nociceptive information processing. However, recent findings have highlighted the limitations of ERP analysis alone. Sensory stimulation may elicit energy changes at specific frequency bands that are not phase-locked to the stimulus and are therefore lost in the ERP averaging process 13 . For example, nociceptive C fiber input elicits a non-phase-locked alpha (8-12 Hz) energy decrease (event-related desynchronization, ERD) and a beta (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) energy increase (event related synchronization, ERS), which are only observable when a time-frequency decomposition approach is used 14, 15 . While modulation of beta oscillations have traditionally been associated with movement, there is evidence that beta oscillations in sensorimotor cortex may serve large-scale communication between sensorimotor and other Scientific RepoRts | 6:28642 | DOI: 10.1038/srep28642 brain areas, which might be especially important for pain and pain expression 16, 17 . Enhancement of gamma oscillations (30-100 Hz) over contralateral somatosensory cortex is related to subjective pain intensity 18 and perhaps reflects the internal representations of salient stimuli that require enhanced or preferred processing. Moreover, cortical oscillations are likely to not only be a read-out of resonating neuronal activity, but may play a causal role in selective information transmission and, consequently, in conscious perception 19 .
Here we used a time-frequency decomposition approach to analyse the noxious-evoked electroencephalographic (EEG) activity in a group of healthy full-term infants. Using a time-locked, clinically required, skin breaking lance to trigger activity in the human infant cortex we analysed the cortical oscillations in the developing brain that are associated with early life noxious stimulation. The results were directly compared to the EEG activity evoked in a group of healthy adult volunteers receiving the same lance stimulus. The results show a clearly defined and distinct pattern of noxious evoked oscillations in the neonate, not seen in the adult. These are specific low frequency oscillations in the delta band (2-4 Hz) and may be important in shaping developing nociceptive networks in the human cortex.
Methods
Participants. Eighteen healthy full term 0-19 day old (5.8 ± 4.3, mean ± SD) infants (twelve males; born at 37-42 weeks gestational age) from the Elizabeth Garrett Anderson and Obstetric Hospital were included in this study. Medical charts were reviewed and, at the time of study, infants were assessed as clinically stable. Infants were not eligible for inclusion in the study if they were (1) receiving analgesics, sedatives or other psychotrophic agents; (2) showing signs of tissue damage on the lower limbs; (3) born to diabetic mothers or opioid users; (4) asphyxiated at birth or (5) born with congenital malformations or other genetic conditions. Informed written parental consent was obtained prior to each study. For all heel lances, standard hospital practice was followed: all infants were handled by trained health carers or by their parents and soothed as required.
For comparison, twenty-one healthy adult volunteers (four males) aged 23-48 years (29.7 ± 6.0, mean ± SD) participated in this study. All participants gave written informed consent.
The study conformed to the standards set by the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the Joint UCL and UCLH Research Ethics committees.
EEG recording.
Recording electrodes (disposable Ag/AgCl cup electrodes) were positioned according to the modified international 10/20 electrode placement system at Fp1, Fp2, F7, F8, Fz, Cz, CPz, C3, C4, CP3, CP4, T3, T4, T5, T6, O1 and O2. Recordings were referenced to FCz (all infants and eleven adults) or to linked ear lobes (ten adults) and were all re-referenced to Fz post-acquisition. The ground electrode was placed on the chest in all test occasions. Electrode/skin contact impedance was kept to a minimum by abrading the skin with EEG prepping gel and using EEG conductive paste. Electrodes were held in place with an elastic net and leads were tied together to minimise electrical interference. EEG activity, from DC (or 0.05 Hz in 6 infants) to 70 Hz, was recorded using the Neuroscan SynAmps2 EEG/EP recording system. Signals were digitised with a sampling rate of 2 kHz and a resolution of 24 bit.
Experimental protocol. Infant studies were conducted on the hospital wards and lasted a maximum of one hour. The noxious cutaneous tissue damaging procedure was a clinically required heel lance performed to collect a blood sample. The lance was performed 8/18 times on the right foot and 10/18 times on the left foot. EEG recordings in response to stimulation on the right heel were flipped in respect to the midline (e.g. C3 swapped with C4) in order to have the contralateral side always on the same side of the scalp topography independently of the stimulation side. No heel lances were performed solely for the purpose of the study. Following the heel lance, the foot was not squeezed for a period of at least 30 s to ensure that the recorded responses were solely due to the lance. Skin wounds were dressed with cotton wool.
Adult studies were conducted in a quiet, temperature-controlled room purpose-built for research and lasted a maximum of one hour. Participants laid supine on a hospital bed for EEG recording. They were asked to relax their jaw (to reduce muscle artefact) and close their eyes (to reduce eyeblink artefact). The noxious cutaneous tissue-damaging procedure was a lance performed on the palmar surface of the distal phalanx of the fifth finger of the left hand using a sterile lancet (Tenderfoot, International Technidyne Corporation). The skin was wiped with antiseptic before lancing and wounds were dressed with cotton wool. Finger lances were considered painful by all participants, with an average pain score of 40.0 out of 100 12 .
Time-locking and stimulus application. Lances were time-locked to the EEG recording using an accelerometer mounted to the superior surface of the lancet which detected the vibration caused by the blade release 20 . At least 2 mins prior to each lance, a control stimulus was applied at the same body location (fifth finger of the hand for the adults, heel for the infants). The lancet was rotated by 90° and placed against the body surface so that when the spring-loaded blade was released it did not contact the skin. Subjects experienced only the non-noxious tactile sensation and auditory click associated with the triggering of the blade.
Data pre-processing. Continuous EEG data were segmented into epochs of 5 seconds, from 2 seconds pre-stimulus to 3 seconds post-stimulus. For the adult recordings, eye-blink artefacts were removed from contaminated trials in EEGLAB (http://sccn.ucsd.edu/eeglab), using independent component analysis (ICA). Independent components clearly representing eye-blinks in terms of topographical distribution and time course were low pass filtered at 20 Hz with a zero-phase 2 nd order Butterworth filter and then removed from the traces. In addition, epochs contaminated by gross movement artefacts (signal exceeding ± 100 μ V at any time point or larger than 2* SD of the baseline period for more than ¾ of the epoch length) were rejected. These rejection criteria were applied independently to each recording electrode so that an entire trial was not discarded if only few electrodes were contaminated.
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Event-related potential (ERP) analysis. Event related potential analysis was conducted at the vertex electrode Cz. EEG epochs were band pass filtered between 1-30 Hz with a zero-phase 2 nd order Butterworth filter and segmented into epochs of 1.5 s, from 0.5 s pre-stimulus to 1 s post-stimulus. Each epoch was baseline corrected using the pre-stimulus interval as a reference. Two infant lance epochs were rejected due to movement artefact; the corresponding control epochs were also rejected to allow paired comparisons. In order to correct for inter-subjects latency jitter, traces were aligned by Woody filtering between 0-400 ms after stimulation (allowed jitter for correction: − 50 to + 50 ms) for the adult group and between 50-300 ms after stimulation (allowed jitter for correction: − 20 to + 20 ms) for the infant group 21, 22 . The resulting latency shifts were applied to all the other recording electrodes.
Four separate average event-related potential (ERP) waveforms were computed for each age group (infant and adult) and stimulus modality (control and noxious). Peaks at Cz were identified from these group averages and scalp topography maps were calculated. In 9 infants a reduced number of electrodes were used due to limited access to the scalp or parental request. In these cases the missing electrode recordings were estimated by a spherical interpolation of the others 23 .
To assess the differences between the ERP waveforms, repeated measures ANOVA was conducted for each time point of the epoch (within variable: stimulus modality; between variable: age group). The results were then further investigated with post-hoc t-testing. Paired samples t-tests were conducted for each time point of the epoch across stimulus modality within an age group. Independent samples t-tests were instead conducted to assess the difference in the responses to control and noxious stimulation between infants and adults. The significance threshold was assumed to be α = 0.05, however, because these tests were conducted at any time point t in time, false discovery rate was used to correct for multiple comparisons 24 . The total number of independent tests performed is related to the length of the smoothing filter used. Because we used a 1-30 Hz band-pass filter, we considered 30 independent tests per second in the multiple comparisons correction. This point-by-point analysis is generally used to identify differences in signal amplitude 25 , but when comparing different age groups may also be affected by differences in latency or signal slopes. For this reason we also compared the peak amplitudes independently of their latencies using repeated measures ANOVA.
Time-frequency analysis. EEG epochs were high-pass filtered at 0.5 Hz with a zero-phase 2 nd order Butterworth filter and re-segmented into epochs of 5 s, from 2 s pre-stimulus to 3 s post-stimulus. The same latency shifts calculated with Woody filtering in the ERP analysis were applied to each trial. . Eleven epochs were rejected due to movement artefacts (1 adult lance, 1 adult control, 6 infant lances and 1 infant control epochs). The larger number of rejected epochs in the time-frequency analysis compared to the ERP analysis is due to late artefacts occurring after the ERP, but within 3 seconds post stimulus. In the accepted epochs, behavioural responses (e.g. crying, head movements) either occurred after 3 seconds post stimulus or did not appear to affect recording at Cz. A complex time-frequency spectral estimate W(a, b) of the remaining epochs recorded at Cz was calculated at each point (a, b) of the time-frequency plane (from 2 sec pre-stimulus to 3 sec post-stimulus in the time domain, and between 0.5-70 Hz (in logarithmic steps) in the frequency domain) using a complex Morse wavelet transform 26 . We estimated the stimulus-induced energy changes time-locked to lance and control for infants and adults separately and then we compared these patterns of evoked activity across stimulus type and age group.
The energy changes in the EEG that were induced by the stimuli were estimated as a group median. This was done by calculating the energy (i.e. modulus square) of the TF transform for each individual trial and then taking the sample median at each time-frequency point (a, b). This quantity was then normalised by the mean energy content of the baseline period (− 1000 to − 500 ms before stimulus) at each frequency, representing the percentage energy changes phase-or non-phase-locked to the stimulus. In order to compare the patterns of evoked activity between adults and infants or between lance and control, we conducted a group comparison as described elsewhere 12 , but substituting the mean estimator with a median estimator. We chose a median instead of a mean estimator to make the estimation less susceptible to the presence of outliers, but this meant that we could not use standard statistical tests and needed to derive the correct modelling distribution from first principles (Supplementary Methods).
The significance threshold was assumed to be α = 0.05, however, because these tests were conducted at any point (a, b) of the time-frequency plane, false discovery rates was used to correct for multiple comparisons 24 . The total number of independent tests performed was estimated in two steps: (i) calculating the number of independent tests at each frequency by dividing the length of the considered epoch by the length of the wavelet at that frequency (accounting for the correlation caused by the smoothing in time of the wavelet transform); (ii) adding those numbers across frequencies.
The areas of the time-frequency plane where the difference between two groups was significant were identified as regions of interest (ROIs) at Cz. To define the topographical distribution of these differences the same time-frequency transformation described above was conducted for each scalp electrode. The topographic map of each ROI was calculated by averaging the difference between two groups within the significance boundaries at Cz and at the same time-frequency patch for all other electrode site.
Results
Noxious stimulation evokes a distinct ERP in infants which is not present in adults. Skinbreaking noxious stimulation evoked specific late event related potentials (ERPs) in newborn infants 3, 4 . Figure 1 shows that noxious and control stimulation evoked a negative-positive waveform (a negative peak, N2, followed by a positive peak, P2) in infants and adults, but the noxious stimulation also evoked a second wave (N3-P3) in infants which was completely absent in adults.
The earlier N2-P2 waveform occurred between 100-300 ms and had a symmetrical distribution maximal at the vertex (Fig. 1d-g ). This was not significantly different in amplitude between noxious and control stimulation (repeated measure ANOVA: N2 -p = 0.48; P2 -p = 0.09), while the P2 peak was larger in infants compared to adults (N2 -p = 0.99; P2 -p = 0.001). Table 1 and point-by-point comparisons of the ERP waveforms show also that the peaks occurred later in infants than in adults (Fig. 1b,h,i) .
The later N3-P3 waveform had also a symmetrical distribution maximal at the vertex and was only detectable following noxious stimulation in the infant group average (Fig. 1f) . Accordingly, point-by-point comparisons of the ERP waveforms revealed: (i) significant interaction between stimulus type and age group (Fig. 1c) and (ii) differences in the time interval 500-700 ms between the two age groups following noxious stimulation (Fig. 1i) and between the control and noxious stimulus in infants (Fig. 1j) .
While the ERP analysis demonstrates that the N3-P3 is a noxious and age specific waveform, it does not determine which brain activity patterns are involved in the stimulus responses. Time-frequency analysis was then employed to address this question. This approach revealed further differences in stimulus related activity between infants and adults and between control and lance stimulation in distinct time-frequency regions of interest at Cz (ROIs in Fig. 2 ). In the text, ROI data are presented as mean ratios within a given ROI. A ratio larger than 1:1 (e.g. 2:1) means that the energy within the ROI is larger for the first group in the comparison while a ratio smaller Figure 2a-f illustrates the data in the time frequency domain. Figure 2a shows that control stimulation in infants evoked long duration (up to 2.5 sec post-stimulus) energy increases in the low-medium frequency bands (0.5-15 Hz) of up to 7.5 times over baseline (Fig. 2a) . The adult control response (Fig. 2b) did not display this long duration energy increase but was highly synchronous, short lasting and spanned a wide frequency range (0.5-70 Hz) (Fig. 2b) . These differences are marked as ROI 6 (1:9 (IC:AC), 0-400 ms) and ROI 7 (5:1 (IC:AC), 950-1650 ms) in Fig. 2e , where the infant and adult control responses are compared. Figure 2c shows that noxious stimulation in infants evoked a strong ultra-late beta-gamma energy increase with a delayed onset (0.9 sec), which was not evoked by the control stimulus (Fig. 2a) . This difference is marked as ROI 3 (7:1, 1350-1850 ms) in Fig. 2g , where the infant responses to noxious and control stimulation are compared. Figure 2d shows that gamma oscillations are also evoked by noxious stimulation in adults and but that when noxious and control stimulati in adults are compared the differences are greatest in lower frequency bands ( Noxious stimulation evokes a distinct increase in fast delta activity in neonates, but not in adults. Noxious stimulation in infants evoked long duration (up to 2.5 sec post-stimulus) energy increases of up to 18 times compared to baseline in the low-medium frequency bands (0.5-15 Hz; Fig. 2c ). This is phase-locked to the stimulus up to 750 ms, therefore underlying the ERPs, and is not phase-locked afterwards (Supplementary Figure 1) . Figure 2d shows that, in adults, the energy increase in response to the same stimulus spanned the whole frequency range (0.5-70 Hz), but was weaker (up to 6.6 times) and shorter in duration in the fast delta (2-4 Hz) and theta band (4-8 Hz) compared to infants (0.8 sec post-stimulus in adults against 1.4 sec in infants). These differences can be seen in Fig. 2f , where the infant and adult responses to noxious stimulation are compared. Noxious stimulation in infants evokes a significantly larger initial energy increase in the fast delta band (ROI 8-8:1 (IN:AN) , 350-850 ms) compared to adults; in addition, this increase is sustained for a longer period of time (ROI 9-11:1 (IN:AN) , 900-1200 ms) in the infants. These patterns were specific to the infant nociceptive response and were also observed in within infant (Fig. 2g: ROI 1-8:1 (IN:IC) , 50-500 ms and ROI 2-9:1 (IN:IC), 600-1200 ms) but not in within adult (Fig. 2h) comparisons or control comparisons (Fig. 2e) . Figure 2 shows the topographical distribution of the described differences within age (ROI 1-5) and between ages (ROI 6-9). The energy differences between lance and control at the same age are largely localised around the vertex (ROIs 1-5), but those between infants and adults are more diffuse throughout the scalp (ROIs 6-9).
Control stimulation evokes a more synchronised response in adults than in infants.

Noxious stimulation evokes gamma oscillations in both infants and adults.
Spatial localisation of noxious and non-noxious brain activity is conserved within but not between age groups.
Discussion
In this study we have identified distinct functional activity patterns specific to neonatal nociceptive cortical networks by comparing the cortical responses to the same cutaneous tissue damage in infants and adults. The noxious, skin-breaking lance stimulus evokes clear responses in both the infant and adult human brain. These Table 1 . Event Related Potential amplitudes and latencies. Group averaged (± SD) peak amplitudes and latencies and peak-to-peak amplitudes of the vertex event related potentials (ERP) following a control and a skin-breaking noxious stimulus in full term infants (n = 16) and adults (n = 21). The second waveform is only present following noxious stimulation in infants.
responses have some similarities, but also clear differences. The event related potential (ERP) and gamma oscillations, characteristic of adult sensory responses, are already present at birth, although at longer latencies. However, noxious stimulation in infants evokes a distinct ERP that is entirely absent in adult and is underpinned by an energy increase in the fast delta frequency. These results support our hypothesis that even though the basic organizational functions of the human brain are already in place at birth [5] [6] [7] 27 , there are fundamental differences in the way the neonatal brain encodes noxious stimulation compared to adults.
Noxious and innocuous stimulation evoke a typical N2-P2 ERP between 100-300 ms post stimulation that is maximal at the vertex in infants and adults. This response has been suggested to arise from the large diameter, myelinated Aβ tactile and Aδ nociceptive input 12, 15 . The decrease in latency between the infant and adult N2-P2 observed here is likely to reflect the increase in myelination and the decreased synaptic delay throughout the somatosensory nervous system [28] [29] [30] . The longer delays in infants also explain the weaker and longer lasting synchronization induced by the control stimulus in infants. The ultra-late energy increase following noxious stimulation in the slow delta band in adults is likely to be associated to slowly conducting nociceptive C fibre activation 25, 31 . The N2-P2 ERP was not significantly different between control and lance and the associated energy increase was larger following control in adults. This is probably because this ERP is affected by the saliency of the incoming stimulus [32] [33] [34] , which is stronger for the first stimulus of a series. This was the case for the control stimulus which was always performed before the lance. This strong saliency effect is likely to be absent in neonates as the development of associative networks appears to lag behind that of the primary sensory cortices 35 . This would make the N2-P2 and its associated energy increase more directly related to stimulus intensity in infants, explaining the larger initial energy change following lance compared to control in this age group. Noxious stimulation evoked gamma frequency oscillations in infants and adults. This pattern had an ultra-late onset in infants, while in adults it started immediately after stimulation and was sustained for a long time period (2.5 sec). Such oscillations were also present, to a weaker extent, following control stimulation in adults. Gamma oscillations predict the pain perceived by the subject under experimental laser stimuli 18 , however they have also been observed following non-nociceptive somatosensory stimuli [36] [37] [38] [39] . Overall oscillatory activity in the gamma range could represent the integration of low-level cortical representations of physical stimulus qualities in the primary somatosensory cortex, such as position and intensity, with higher-level cognitive functions, such as attention and anticipation 40, 41 . In adults this allows processes such as reinforcement-based learning through prediction errors 42 , endogenous analgesia through spatial and temporal filtering of nociceptive information 43 , or perception modulation through attention redirection 44, 45 . It is difficult, however, to extrapolate these mechanisms to the infant brain.
The presence of the N2-P2 ERP and of the gamma oscillations following noxious stimulation in neonates indicates that the nociceptive information reaches the primary sensory centres and is forwarded to other brain regions through similar routes to the adult, only with longer latencies. However, our results show that there are also fundamental differences in the way that the neonatal brain encodes noxious information. Noxious stimulation evokes a specific ultra-late ERP that is completely absent in adults (N3-P3). Here we have used time-frequency decomposition to show that this ultra-late ERP corresponds to a very strong energy increase in the delta band. Delta frequency activity is a typical feature of the developing brain 46 and a key component of the delta brushes, which are synchronised neuronal bursts thought to be critical in establishing the initial cortical networks involved in sensory processing 3, 47, 48 . These can be generated by endogenous activity or evoked by peripheral sensory stimulation, allowing for cortical functional refinement and segregation 10 underlying the transition from immature to more defined cortical responses. It has been proposed that these patterns are generated by the subplate, a transient brain structure below the cortical plate which is prominent in early development and dissolves with maturation 49 . While other sensory systems such as the visual, somatosensory, and auditory are activated almost continually from before birth, the nociceptive system develops in the absence of such patterned afferent inputs. The delta pattern observed here could therefore represent the activation of subplate neurons which are still present in the early postnatal period and, as a result, play a role in the experience-dependent postnatal shaping of nociceptive circuits [50] [51] [52] . Our finding of a widespread topographic distribution of differences between infants and adults in both noxious and control evoked oscillatory activity may also result from this postnatal cortical organization 53, 54 . Cortical functions in infants appear to engage wider cortical areas and evoke broader interactions across brain regions compared to adults 8, 55, 56 . This is consistent with animal data where somatosensory cortical maps undergo experience driven refinement during a postnatal critical period 57 .
There are limitations to this study. The stimulus site in adults and neonates is not the same, but was chosen to be comparable in skin thickness, innervation density and relative size rather than actual position. These are also the site used clinically for blood sampling. Since this study is about pain processing rather than sensory discrimination, actual stimulus site is less important. The gender balance of the adults and neonates was also not the same but since sex differences in responses to experimental pain in both children and adults are far from clear 58, 59 , this too is unlikely to have a great impact on the data. Difference in stimulation site, but not in sex distribution, between infants and adults could contribute to the differences in N2-P2 latency and amplitude across age groups observed here 60, 61 ; however these differences cannot explain the gamma activity rhythms and the ultra-late nociceptive ERP and associated delta band energy increase in neonates observed in this study. In addition, although this was not a focus of this study, flipping the hemispheres for analysis may have blunted any potential lateralised responses.
Even though Laplacian or a Common Average ERP referencing is widely used in adults, referencing to midline frontal electrodes is the standard recommended for neonatal EEG 62, 63 .The Laplacian scheme needs ~64 electrodes 64 which is not feasible for infants in neonatal units. The Common Average scheme is also not recommended in neonates because of too few electrodes and the large spontaneous potentials in some electrodes affect the average 46 . The basic layout of neuronal connections in the developing cortex is first established through molecular factors that guide axons to their target areas and restrict connectivity to defined sub-populations 65 . These synaptic connections are then further refined by spontaneously generated neuronal activity 10 . Finally, postnatal sensory experience shapes brain networks according to the environment 57 . Consistent with this, we have previously shown that cortical responses to noxious stimuli in preterm infants develop from non-specific neuronal bursts into modality selective event related potentials 3 , which are still present at 1 year of age 66 . In this study we have provided new insight into these infant nociceptive potentials, showing that they are composed of high energy and prolonged oscillations within the fast delta band. This noxious evoked activity is restricted to the immature cortex and may represent the mechanism by which noxious inputs begin to shape nociceptive specific networks out of a more diffuse somatosensory connectome.
